
makes a difference. The art of photo re-touching is but a 
nineteenth-century technological update to the practice of 
damnatio memoriae, employed by vindictive senators of ancient 
Rome who, in a rare but strategic act of collective judgement, 
would quite literally condemn the memory of a treacherous 
political opponent to oblivion by destroying all material evidence 
of his existence from the historical record following his death 
(most likely assassination). Shifting a few millennia closer to our 
present circumstance, taking in Trotsky’s disappearance from 
Lenin’s side in Red Square for reproduction in Pravda, through 
to the streamlining of Brazilian supermodel Gisele Bündchen’s 
distractingly lush Amazonian bosom on the cover of Vogue, the 
nip and tuck of photography’s reality principle rests on a fulcrum 
shaped by power and desire, perceived and performed. 
 When thinking about the art of photographic re-touching 
of the kind whose political objective is to invent either more 
conciliatory or confrontational versions of history, it’s easy to 
recall the purges of Communist Party members of the Soviet and 
Maoist variety. Such is the stark contrast between the cold-blooded 
political expediency of their intentions and the often ham-fisted 
optics employed in their erasure from the twentieth-century’s 
photographic record. But this is a genre of the photographic project 
that is not limited to subtraction. The addition or composite of 
dishonest or invented elements in the photographic palimpsest 
is the flipside tactic of the same strategy. So, to take perhaps 
the most prominent Australian historical example, when Frank 
Hurley inserted a sky of Wagnerian drama in life-affirming rays of 
sunlight shot through clouds atop a landscape of Passchendaele’s 
purgatory of mud and merde, his tableaux only superficially cast 
the sacrifice of lives as worthy of transcendence into a young 
nation’s founding myth, while in fact propagating the same moral 
codes as the hubristic heart of Empire. Fast forward a century and 
the mirage of the DPRK military’s fearsome-looking amphibious 
hovercraft or the spectre-like floating bodies of CCP officials 
from the city of Ningguo over a preposterous figurine of a one 
hundred and three-year old citizen—just two recent examples 
of the contemporary genre known as Epic Photoshop Fails to 
do the rounds on online news aggregators and the social media 
hit parade—signals the enduring selective blindness of absolute 
power in acts of reflecting its own image unto itself. We’re no 
longer seriously expected to believe in photographic veracity, 
but it’s hoped that we might yet fear the omnipotent power of 
its illusionists.1

 In this respect, Joseph McGlennon’s Strange Voyage 
(2011), a series of large-scale colour photographs depicting 
taxidermied macropods, is more than a bunch of kangaroo snaps. 
Eight muscular, seemingly self-composed fine specimens loom 
large, taking up a king’s portion of each picture. They in fact have 
every right to be considered portraits, such is each marsupial’s 
commanding physical stature and characterful presence—they 
quite literally have a twinkle in their (glass) eyes. Bathed in the 
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If you’re in the business of image making and manipulation, the 
professional skill set par excellence of our simulacra saturated age, 
you’ll generally know how to tread the fine line between using 
and abusing the available tools of pixel enhancement. Whether 
it’s Photoshop™, Lightroom™, Capture Pro one™, Dxo optics 
Pro™, or a master’s deft handling of all four market leading 
proprietary photo editing tools, the urge to bury the roughness, 
ugliness and banality of reality’s rawness under masked layers of 
fiction and airbrushed fields of vision is near insatiable. But whom 
am I kidding? This has been distinctly old-fashioned thinking for 
decades, a bad case of what these days is pejoratively referred to 
as the perceptual limits of a “Gutenberg mind”. And publically 
admitting to possession of one of those damn near makes one 
unemployable, if not entirely invisible—live online or perish. 
The digital toolbox for the manipulation of photomedia is an 
area of perpetual technological innovation, yet the brief remains 
the same as it ever was: disguise anything unpalatable and push 
product. Among my own generation and the baby consumers 
that have followed, if we’re identified by marketing gurus as 
digital natives—and for the record, puberty arrived before dial-up 
internet connection for me—then I suspect that if we’re honest with 
ourselves, we’re mostly restless and occasionally heretical ones. 
To expect a causal link between visual and factual authenticity in 
the photographic image and its trillions of exploding death stars 
across digital platforms is and always was a mug’s game. From 
William Henry Fox Talbot’s sunlit photograms of delicate pieces 
of Victorian lace, to today’s teenagers’ self-destructing saucy 
Snapchat selfies, it’s all essentially one school of image-making, 
for which admission isn’t pegged against an age or even a style, 
but an attitude. And attitudes, however conveniently inspired or 
stylistically insipid, are usually reliable surface indicators of 
deeper political positions. 
 It’s utterly commonplace to state, and certainly a 
conceptually banal point to make, that all photographs are 
abstractions of reality and never truthful referents of what they 
purport to show. Unfortunately this has not stemmed the tide 
of PhD dissertations and curators’ verbiage on the subject that 
cascades from ivory towers and the walls of white cubes alike, 
confetti upon a passing parade whose human traffic is instead 
transfixed by the warm glow of mobile devices. With heads down 
and eyes glued to tiny handheld screens, most people prefer to 
let the distinction between reality and fantasy slide, in lieu of 
a thrill beyond being lectured in a truism they long recognised 
themselves. What’s more interesting to plot is the practical 
application of the ideological frameworks of such academic 
discussions: whose interests are advanced when truth, historical 
fact and cultural identity is said to be merely a question of relativist 
perspective? In this light, the practice of photo manipulation is 
integral to any attempt to grasp the historical weight and ongoing 
consequences of this question. Whether trickster sleights of the 
analogue hand or confabulations of digital wizardry, it hardly 
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kind of luminosity only a professional’s suite of studio soft-
boxes can provide, McGlennon’s kangaroos exist in an illusory 
pictorial space that is at odds with the available light source from 
the distant heavens in each background, the manipulated depth 
of field of near-fugitive middle ground, and the framing of the 
immediate foreground by wisps of what looks like English ivy 
studded with assorted beetles, bugs and butterflies. Frozen (such) 
as they are, one is struck by the peculiarity of their forelimbs, as if 
for the first time, a truly weird animal design logic that somehow 
escaped evolutionary propriety. It’s no wonder Cook and Banks 
wherewere so perplexed by the creatures upon their first sighting 
across Antipodean beachheads in June 1770, understandably 
clutching at analogical straws in European greyhounds, wild 
dogs, hares and deer, as recorded for posterity in their Endeavour 
journals. But McGlennon’s kangaroos are a long way from down 
under, transposed instead upon moody mountainous and lakeside 
scenes of London’s St James’ Park, the Lake District of Cumbria, 
Snowdonia National Park in North Wales and the majesty of 
Scotland’s Highlands. In this way the artist draws on the legacy 
of the refined English sub-genre of animal painting, whose 
master George Stubbs’ Kongouro from New Holland (1772), the 
first depiction of Australian fauna in European oil painting, was 
based on a flayed specimen brought back to England by Banks. 
McGlennon’s colleague, fellow South Australian trained artist 
and photographer, Mark Kimber, sees Strange Journey as 

“seeking to locate the proud but (to European eyes) exotic animal 
within an unfamiliar (to Australian eyes) and equally exotic 
European landscape, thus immersing itself in the dialogue that 
continues to this day to establish visual definitions of what was 
and truly is Australian”.2

 Forget that the medium is the message for a moment: 
I suspect the sentiment behind these pictures is concordant with 
the principles of flattery which governed the Grand Manner of 
Sir Joshua Reynolds and his subjects of Great Britannia. Not the 
equivalent, mind you, that’s quite rightly beyond reasonable doubt 
based on the available evidence, but very likely and suspiciously 
borne of an inherited affinity with the apprehension of pride 
in one’s civilisation’s compass of discovery—otherwise, why 
pay such devout homage to the subject at all?  Though not in 
disagreement with Kimber’s view, I would extend philosophical 
considerations to the fate of the animal itself, not just to academic 
questions of art historical visual definitions. McGlennon’s 
kangaroos are solitary and solemn reminders of anthropocene 
indifference. Whether you regard these creatures as stuffed and 
preserved museological specimens of colonial acquisition, revered 
personal totems and ancient spiritual beings, or flesh-and-bone 
inventory of component parts stripped and re-purposed as tourist 
tat in shoddy pelts and trinkets, or a $40 main at a posh restaurant, 
I suspect it’s the same difference for the poor creature. What’s 
certain is that humanity will always put its self-interest first. 
As McGlennon’s more recent series Thylacine 1936 (2013) intimates, 
stylistically of a piece with the kangaroo series, but instead with 
the eponymous subject erected plinth-like atop rocky outcrops 
overlooking expertly designed vistas of imagined Edens, Nature 
had better get on the bus of human progress or get left for dead. 
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he’s not telling us what route we’re on much less when the next 
stop is. So, for instance, taking up a seat my mind jumps to Robert 
McFarlane’s well-known portrait photograph, Charles Perkins going 

home on a bus from Sydney University (1963), which so indelibly 
crystallises the agitated hunger of the great social activist’s 
ambition that was soon to be demonstrated in the Freedom Rides 
of 1964-65 across New South Wales, a defining historical event 
of the civil rights movement for indigenous Australians. or, in 
another of Cook’s images, the lemming-like formation of clones 
of the same Aboriginal man along the steps surrounding Brisbane’s 
Shrine of Remembrance, only this time in a cream, three-piece 
suit, bowler hat and clutching a briefcase, immediately conjures 
the spectre of Magritte and his surreal relation to repressed urban 
psycho-geographies. 
 Delving deeper, in the paradoxical relationship between 
Cook’s multiplying subject and the profound minority in numbers 
of Australians who identify as indigenous or of indigenous 
heritage (around four percent of the population), the numerical 
advantage within the public realm framed by these photographs 
underscores the otherwise practical invisibility of black Australians 
in most Australians’ urban experience. Whether a literary influence 
on the artist or not, the setting of the Shrine of Remembrance is 
an elegiac thread to Ralph Ellison’s ground-breaking mid-century 
novel of black-white race relations, Invisible Man, that memorably 
held that “humanity is won by continuing to play in the face 
of certain defeat”, a fitting dictum in front of a memorial to the 
Anzacs.3 Moreover, what lifts Majority Rule above so many other 
attempts 

The Tasmanian crackpot’s belief that he might one day stumble 
across a live specimen in what’s left of ‘the wild’ is analogous 
to our continued faith in photography’s special relationship to 
evidential significance, another iteration of Bertrand Russell’s 
celestial teapot—failure to disprove dogma does not a truism 
exonerate.  
 Getting on the bus of social progress is what comes to 
mind in one of the most striking images from Brisbane-based artist 
of Bidjara heritage Michael Cook’s new series, Majority Rule (2014). 
on a bus of distinctly vintage design are seated twenty passengers 
and an extra standing at the rear. They are duplications of the 
same Aboriginal man whose salt and pepper hair and stubble 
suggest middle age, while his sartorial ensemble coupled with 
the monochromatic idiom of the photograph suggests a period 
between the 1930s and 1950s. For the most part frozen in subtle 
inflections of the kind of thousand-yard stare public transport 
passengers routinely adopt to avoid social interaction, one of 
the men in the seat nearest the front reads a copy of Walkabout, 
the popular illustrated magazine modelled on the American 
LIFE and National Geographic, whose back cover advertisement 
comically bears the copy line, ‘Train your eye to see QUALITY!’ 

Registering a cool temperature across its brilliantly dispassionate 
surface, Cook’s bus ride is marked by its impressive non-didactic 
approach to relating meaning, allowing a multiplicity of readings 
whose density percolates according to one’s self-investment in the 
journey. With charm and humour the artist invites all aboard, but 
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to question racial presumptions and questions of cultural 
visibility in contemporary art is its profound visualisation of 
what sociologists and politicians alike refer to as “demographic 
threat”, a concept that is most commonly and unscrupulously 
charged as the destablising force of a minority ethnic group on the 
rise to majority in a given country. As political manoeuvring and 
exploitation of fears already in play around the world only too well 
illustrate—for example, in the USA where Hispanics are projected 
to make up the majority by 2046, or Israel’s unease toward Arab 
rates of fertility within its own (disputed) borders—the democratic 
commitment to ‘one man, one vote’ might seriously be tested in 
the near future. In this sense, Majority Rule is by my estimation a 
distinctly more nuanced, complex and politically charged body 
of work than Cook’s earlier series, such as the widely exhibited 
Undiscovered (2010). The latter’s whimsicality and its approach to 
picturing Captain James Cook’s ‘discovery’ of Australia in a slick 
illustrative narrative of role reversal, whereby an Aboriginal man 
(the same model employed in Majority Rule) dons the colonialists’ 
dress and accoutrements, is certainly stylishly achieved but 
somehow unsatisfying in the end. Across ten frontal views of a 
misty shoreline whose powdery sea spray fills the atmosphere 
to create a dreamlike veil, Cook presents a proscenium upon 
which symbols of indigenous and imperial presence—a cast of 
native animals in kangaroo, emu, dingo, crocodile and wombat 
for the former; a musket, naval telescope, bicycle, wheelbarrow 
and ladder for the latter—tread the boards in a curious dance 
of competitive unison. Yet here Cook’s allegorical subtlety in 
relating an indefinite meaning clings too loosely to his purpose 
in reimagining this history. 
 In Telling the Truth About Aboriginal History, historian 
Bain Attwood’s seminal work of cultural criticism (though he 
probably wouldn’t call it that), this predicament was similarly 
analysed within the annals of recent decades of ideological 
skirmishes of Australia’s history wars. In his view of the ways 
historians have approached the whole question of relating frontier 
conflict in our nation’s colonial past, Attwood recognised an 
approach he termed “reading the signs” that, in particular, exposes 
an unavoidable link between epistemology and ethics, when it 
comes to grappling with the enormous difficulty of discerning 
where the authority of material records should yield to other 
ways of relating to the past, such as oral history, myth and 
tradition. It is worth quoting here at length: 

Whereas the earlier work [historical realism] was done 

by historians who did not doubt that the historical 

actuality of the frontier could be represented, the later 

studies were undertaken by historians who questioned 

whether it could be. They have treated the historical 

archive, like language more generally, as both referential 

and representational. While they have considered 

language as something that can and does refer to reality, 

they have also conceived it as something that represents 

and so shapes reality. Thus they have distinguished 

between what can be called documentary and the work-

like aspects of language. This is to say that they do not 

regard historical sources as just texts, which simply 

document or index a basic reality, or divulge facts 

about it; instead, they also regard historical traces as 

texts that creatively process or rework reality in some 

way or another. As such, the task of the historian is not 

simply one of extracting information or quarrying facts 

from historical sources in order to reveal some reality…

Instead, the role of the historian is also one of discerning 

meaning in historical texts by attending to their 
creative dimension in order to suggest what the 
reality might have been [my emphasis].4

Here’s an exercise in art historical equivalence: read Attwood’s 
words again, only this time replace “historians” with artists, 
“language” with photography and “frontier” with commerce. 
Is this a new kind of commentary in the philosophising of 
contemporary art? Hardly. But it doesn’t have to be for it to bite. 
Placing pixel wizardry to one side, the challenge for artists like 
Cook and McGlennon remains their audience’s prejudice against 
refutations of their chosen medium’s ability to separate historical 
event from representation. Any assessment of how either artist 
lines up on the bell curve of contemporary relevance is necessarily 
inflected by where their audience sits along its standard deviation 
of majority values. If today’s historians must ask themselves 
how far they will go in suggesting what reality might have 
been whenever the question of equality of representation in the 
historical record is concerned, then the contemporary artist might 
be equally compelled to scrutinise the net results of their fine-
art-grade buffed and polished rejoinders to the Twittersphere’s 
trafficking in amateur snaps tagged as #nofilter, a caption whose 
self-confessional sigh reveals a collective mistrust of digital 
fabrications and an old-fashioned yearning for the mirage of 
unfiltered fact. 

Notes1 ‘Did North Korea Photoshop its hovercraft?’, The Guardian, 27 March, 2013; ‘Nine worst 
doctored photos of Chinese officials’, South China Morning Post, 30 October, 2013
2 Mark Kimber, introduction to Strange Voyage–Joseph McGlennon (exhibition 
catalogue), Michael Reid, Elizabeth Bay, Sydney, 2011: 4-5
3 Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man, New York: Random House, 1952:445
4 Bain Attwood, Telling the Truth About Aboriginal History, Sydney: Allen & Unwin,  
2005: 163
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